
Sapling offers a Flag Mount Housing option which mounts one clock to either the wall or ceiling 
in order to accommodate various types of facilities and their infrastructure. This mounting option 
can house Sapling’s digital clock, as well as the round or square analog clock and involves a simple 
installation process.

Applications
The Flag Mount Housing option is typically used in facilities that accommodate large amounts of 
people who are on the move. More specifically, the Flag Mount Housing option is ideal for hallway 
applications, including airports, transportation facilities and convention centers.

Other applications of Sapling’s Flag Mount Housing are the three-way facing ceiling mount clocks 
and the four-way facing ceiling mount clocks. With the three-way and four-way facing clock options, 
this allows for three or four clocks to be mounted to the ceiling for maximum visibility of the time 
for your patrons, no matter what angle they are viewing the clocks.
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Ordering Information

Standard Size Digital Clocks
Sapling’s standard size digital clocks (2.5” or 4.0” digits) use the Mounting 
Pole with the Flag Mount Housing option. The part number for the Mounting 
Pole to use in conjunction with the digital clock is as follows:

• Sapling Flag Mount Pole, Standard length: SAB-1BD-00S-0

• Sapling Flag Mount Pole, Short length: SAB-1GD-01S-0

Square Analog Clock
The 9” or 12” square analog clock also requires the Mounting 
Pole with the Flag Mount Housing option. The part number for the 
Mounting Pole to use in conjunction with the square analog clock is 
as follows:

• Sapling Flag Mount Pole, Standard length: SAB-1BD-00S-0

• Sapling Flag Mount Pole, Short length: SAB-1GD-01S-0

Round Analog Clock
For a Flag Mount application, the 12” or 16” round analog clock uses 
the round analog clock double mount housing, which can be adapted 
into Flag Mount housing. The double mount housing consists of the 
Mounting Pole and two mounting rings. For a Flag Mount installation, 
the user will simply remove one of the two mounting rings. The part 
number for the double mount housing that can be adapted to Flag 
Mount Housing to use in conjunction with a round analog clock is as 
follows:

• For 12” Metal Analog Clocks:                                                                          
  SAB-1BD-12R-0M

• For 16” Metal Analog Clocks:  
  SAB-4BD-16R-0M

• For 12” SlimLine or Brushed Aluminum Analog Clocks:  
  SAH-1BD-12R-0

• For 16” SlimLine or Brushed Aluminum Analog Clocks:  
    SAH-1BD-16R-0



If you have any questions or inquiries about the Flag Mount Housing, please 
don’t hesitate to contact us.

Large Digital Clocks
When used in a flag mount application, Sapling’s large 
digital clocks (6.0”, 9.0”, or 12.0” digits) require a specific 
Mounting Pole depending on the size of the clock and whether 
the pole will be mounted to the ceiling or the wall. For 
ordering information, please contact your dedicated Sapling 
representative.


